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ABSTRAC!T 
A software package which emulates the Tektronics PLOT10 Graphics package on Hewlett-Packard 9000 
Series 200/300 computers is described. The software is written in H P  Rocky Mountain BASIC and can be 
run under BASIC revisions 3.0 and 4.0. Although this subroutine library eniulates a subset of PLOT10, 
several sobroutines have been added which enhance basic plot generation. Example codes using PLOT300 
and descriptions of the subroutines are included in the text. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Although tlie primary function of the existing NASA-Langley wind tunnel complex is the same as that 
of its predecessor NACA, the capabilities of the existing facilities are far superior to those of its predecessor 
with regard to  tlie relative speeds obtainable, Reynolds number range, and the types and quality of data  
that can be acquired. The recent advances in electronics have created a wide variety of micro-processor 
controlled instrumentation systems and desk-top micro-computers that can interface with these systems. 
The capability for coniputer control of data acquisition systems has led to a large increase in the volume of 
experimental data acquired. However, this proliferation in micro-processor technology has created a wide 
variety of computer operating systems and languages in which the test engineer must be fluent, in order to 
eficiently acquire, reduce and analyee experimental data. 
A typical wind-tunnel test program includes the acquisition of experimental data, real-time data  reduc- 
tion, to verify the quality of the acquired data, and off-line data analysis. This process can include a variety 
of coniputers, operating systems and languages. An example of this is the Basic Aerodynamics Research 
Tiiiiii~l at  NASA-Langley Research Center. Data acquisition aiid real-time data  display are performed by 
a desktop computer system using the BASIC computer language, off-line data analysis is performed on the 
desktop computer system, and two different mini-computers. The mini-computers both use the FORTRAN 
language but have entirely different operating systems. ;Software for displaying data  on these computer 
syRtenia also widely varies. 
Tlie purpose of this report is to describe the features and application of a BASIC software package which 
emulates the Tektronics PLOTlO graphics software package which is widely used throughout government 
research laboratories and industry. 
- 
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EXAMPLES OF USE OF PLOTSOO 
Ir i  tlie following text, examples of the use of PLOT300 are presented to  show the various methods 
for producing a usefull plot. Tlie s i ih .ut ine library PLOT300 was formulated to  emulate the Tektronics 
PLOT10 graphics package on HP 9000 Series 200/300 computers equipped with Rocky Mountain BASIC 
revision 3.0 or 4.0. This software emulates a subset of the PLOTlO graphics package, but includes the 
subroutines required for typical engineering applications and several additional subroutines which enhance 
the PLOT300 graphics package. The discussion in the text assumes a fundamental knowledge of the Rocky 
Mountain BASIC (see references 1 tliru 3) aiid Tektronice PLOTlO (see references 4 and 5). Descriptions 
of the subroutine calls and the purpose of the subroutine are presented in the next section. A listing of the 
PLOT300 subroutine library is presented in the appendix. 
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Example  Code 1 
produced is presented in figure 1. 













OPTION BASE 1 
DIM X( lOO),Y( 100) 
Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 TO Npoints 
! Required by PLOT300 
X(1) = 1-1 





CALL Dsplay(X(*),Y( I)) 
END 
E x a m p l e  Code 2 
This sample code adds a second and third curve to  the previous example plot and uses different line 


























OPTION BASE 1 
DIM X(lOO), Y(lOO), Z( lOO) ,  T(100) 
Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 T O  Npoints 
! Required by PLOT300 
X(1) = 1-1 
Y(1) = (I-1)*7.5+10 
Z(1) = I*10+5 





CALL Symbl( 1) 











Example Code 8 
is presented in figure 3. 
Example code 3 illutsrates the addition of labels on the x and y axes and plot titles. The plot produced 
io OPTION BASE 1 ! Required by PLOT300 






























Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 TO Npoints 
1)*7.5 t I0 
X(1) =I I 1 
Y(1) 7 ( I  
Z(I) = l*10+5 
T(I) = (1--1)*3.5+3 
NEXT I 
CALL Initt( “CRT”) 
CALL Biriitt 
CALL Npts( Npoints) 
CALL Synibl( 1) 
CALL Line( - 1) 
CALL Hlabel( “X”) 
String$ = “Y” 
CALL Vlahel(String$) 
CALL Title( “Example code 3”) 




CALL Npts( Npoints) 
CALL Cplot( X( *),Z( *)) 
CALL SynihI(3) 
CALL Line(0) 
CALL Nptjs( Npoints) 
CALL Cplot(X(*),T(*)) 
END 
Example Code 4 
i t i  example code 4. The plot produced is presented in figure 4. 






















OPTION HASE 1 
DIM X ( l O O ) ,  Y(lOO), Z ( l O O ) ,  T(100) 
Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 TO Npoints 
! Required by PLOT300 
X(1) = 1-1 
Y(1) = (1-1)*7.5+10 
Z(1) = 1*10+5 
T(I) (1--1)*3.5t3 
NEXT I 
CALL Initt( “CRT”) 
CALL Biiiitt 
CALL Npts(Npoints) 
CALL Syiiihl( 1) 
CALL Line( - 1) 
CALL Hlahel( ‘X”) 
String$ = “Y” 
CALL Vlahel(String$) 
CALL Title( “Exaiiiple code 4”) 





















CALL Npts( Npoints) 






Example Code 6 
produced is presented in figure 5. 





































OPTION BASE 1 
DIM X(lOO), Y(lOO), Z(lOO), T(100) 
Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 TO Npoints 
! Required by PLOT300 
X(1) = 1-1 
Y(1) = (I-1)*7.5+10 
T(I) = (I-1)*3.5+3 




CALL Npts( Npoints) 
CALL Symbl( 1) 
CALL Line( - 1) 
CALL Hlabel(”X”) 
String$ = “Y” 
CALL Vlabel(String$) 
CALL Title( “Example code 5”) 














CALL Legend( 1,l. 1,.9,1,- 1,1, “Line 1’ ) 
CALL Legend(2,1.1,.9,2,2,l,“Line2”) 
CALL Legend(3,l. 1,.9,3,0,1, “Line 3”) 
END 
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Example Code 6 
in figure 6. 


































OPTION BASE 1 
DIM X(lOO), Y(lOO), Z( lOO) ,  T(100) 
Npoints = 11 
FOR I = 1 TO Npoiiits 
! Required by PLOT300 
X(1) = 1-1 
Y(1) = (I-1)*7.5+10 
Z(1) = I*10+5 





CALL Synibl( 1) 
CALL Line( - 1) 
CALL Place( 2) 
CALL Title( "Example code 6") 
CALL Hlabel("X") 
CALL Vlabel("Y") 











CALL Npts( Npoiiits) 
CALL Place(7) 
CALL Dsplay(X( *),T( *)) 
END 
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SUMMARY OF PLOT300 SUBROUTINES 
The following subroutines are available it1 PLOT300 and are briefly discussed in the following pages. 
SIJBROUTINE NAME 
AOUTST(String$, OPTIONAL X, Y, Ilorg, Csise)  
BINITT 
CPLOT(X(*), Y(*)) 
DLIMX(Xmin, Xmax, OPTIONAL X-major-tic, Xminor-tic) 
DLIMY(Ymin, Ymax, OPTIONAL Y-major-tic, Yminor-tic) 
DSPLAY( X( *), Y( *)) 
HLABEL(Strhg$) 
INITT(Striiig$) 
LEGEND(N, X, Y, Isyni, Lintyp, Ipen, String$) 
LINE( Lintyp) 
NEWPAG 
N PTS (N points) 




S L IMX( X-ni in -gdu, X max-gdu ) 
SLIMY (Y-min-gdu, Y-inax-gdu) 


























DESCRIPTION OF PLOTS00 SUBROUTINES 
A short description of each PLOT300 subroutine follows. The PLOT10 subroutines CHECK and 




Optional Paraiiie ters: 
CALL AOUTST(String$, X, Y, Ilorg, C-size) 
String$ - String variable up to 15 characters Ion 
X, Y 
Ilorg - Specifies relative origin of label with respect 
C-site - Specifies character site to label with 
- Location on plot to  write String$. Given. as a 
fraction of the X and Y axes. 
to X and Y. See LORG in reference 2. 
Purpose: 
Allows additional labels to be written on the plot. If optional parameters are not present , label is written 
at current, pen position. If the optional parameters are present, the label is written at  the X, Y supplied 
rising LORG Ilorg. The character size can be made larger or smaller by specifying C-site. 






 set,^ constants in  the PLOT300 coninion blocks to their default settings. 
CPLOT - See exaiiiple code 2, figure 2 




Arrays that contain the independent 
and dependent variables to be plotted 
I’rirpose: 
Allows the PLOT300 user to add additional curves to an existing plot. 
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DLIMX - See example code 4, figure 4 
Call: 
Parameters: 
CALL Dlimx(Xmin, Xmax, OPTIONAL Xmajorf ic ,  X-minor-tic) 
Xniin - x axis minimum 
Xmax - x axis maximum 
X-major-tic - Major tic mark spacing for x axis 
X-minor-tic - Minor tic mark spacing for x axis 
Optional Parameters: 
(major tic marks are labeled) 
(minor tic marks are not labeled) 
Purpose: 
Allows the PLOT300 user to specify the minimum and maximum values for the x axis. These values are 
noto necessarily used as the plot maximum and minimum, but are used for target values (plotted minimum 
might be lower, plotted maximum might be higher). If the optional parameters are supplied, then Xniin and 
Xniax are used as the x axis minimum and maximum with the specified major and minor tic mark spacing. 
DLIMY - See example code 4, figure 4 
Call: 
Parameters: 
CALL Dlimy(Ymin, Ymax, OPTIONAL Y-major-tic, Yminor-tic) 
Ymin - y axis minimum 
Ymax - y axis maximum 
Y-major-tic - Major tic mark spacing for y axis 
Y-minor-tic - Minor tic mark spacing for y axis 
Optional Parameters: 
(major tic marks are labeled) 
(minor tic marks are not labeled) 
Purpose: 
Allows the PLOTS00 user to specify the minimum and maximum values for the y axis. These values are 
not necessarily used as the plot niaximuni and minimum, but are used for target values (plotted ~ninimuni 
might be lower, plotted maximum might be higher). If the optional parameters are supplied, then Ymin and 
Yniax are used as the x axis minimum and maximum with the specified major and minor tic mark spacing. 
DSPLAY - See example code 1, figure 1 
Call: 
Parameters: 
CALL Dsplay(X(*), Y(*)) 
X( *), Y ( I) -. Arrays that contain the independent 
and dependent variables to be plotted 
Purpose: 
This subroutine draws the x and y axes, frames, labels, and plots the X and Y arrays. 




' CALL Hlabel(String$) 
String$ - String variable up to 10 characters long 
This nubroutine allows the PLOT300 user to specify the horisontal axis label written by DSPLAY 
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. 




CALL Initt (S tring$) 
String$ - String variable specifying plot device 
This subroutine allows the PLOT300 user to specify the plot device and also sets default plot limits 
Values for String$ are: 
“CRT” - plot device is CRT 
‘7475” - plot device is HPGL plotter 
located at  HPIB address 705 
Note: If the CRT is monochromatic, the line 110 will necd to  be changed to  PLOTTER IS CRT. If the 
HPGL plott,er is located at  another HPIB address then lines 7 0  and 910 will need to  be modified to the 
correct H PIB address. 
LEGEND - See example code 5, figure 5 
Call: 
Parameters: 
CALL Legend(N, X, Y, Isym, Lintyp, Pen, Legen$) 
N - Line number of the legend 
X, Y - Position of legend. Giveb in fraction of X, Y axes. 
Isym .- Specifies symbol number of legend 
Lintyp - Specifies linetype of legend 
Pen - Specifies pen number of legend 
Legen$ - string variable containing legend description 
Purpose: 
This subroutine allows the PLOT300 user to programatically create a plot legend. 
LINE - See example code 2, figure 2 
Clall: 
CALL Line(Lii1typ) 
Lintyp - Line type to be used for current curve 
F’aranietkm: 
Values for Lintyp are: 
-1  no line 
0 solid line (default) 
1 - dotted line 
2 - dot dash 
3 - dash 
4 - long dash 







Clear8 plot area without affecting common block constanLs 





Npoints - Number of data points in X and Y arrays 





CALL Pen -color (Pent y p) 
Pentyp - Pen number used for curve 






Defpen - Pen number used for axes and labels 
Allows the PLOT300 user to use different pen colors for the plot axes and labels 




Iplace - Variable specifying plot location 
Values for Iplace are: 
1 - default plotting area 
2 - left half of plotting area (see figure 7a) 
3 - right half of plotting area (see figure 7a) 
4 - upper left quadrant of plotting area (see figure 7b) 
5 - lower left quadrant of plotting area (see figure 7b) 
6 - upper right quadrant of plotting area (see figure 7b) 
7 - lower right quadrant of plotting area (see figure 7b) 
Purpose: 
Allows the PLOT300 user to place multiple plots on the same page 




CALL Pt it le( S tring$) 
String$ - String variable up to 40 characters long 
This subroutine allows the PLOT300 user to specify the plot title located below the horisontal axis. 
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SLIMX - See example code 5, figure 5 
Call: 
l’araiiietera: 
C A 1, L S L I MX (X _inin -gdu, X-max-gdn ) 
X iiiiii.gtlu plot area x axis niiiiiiiiuiii 
X inax-gdu - plot area x axis iiiaxiiiiulii 
Purpose: 
Allows the PLOT300 user to specify the plotting area. These values are given as fractions of the entire 
pldtiiig area. 
SLIMY - See example code 5, figure 5 
(!all: 
Parameters: 
C! A LL SLIM Y ( Y -niin-gdu, Y -max-gdu) 
Y.iiiin-gdu -- plot area y axis minimum 
Y-inax-gdu - plot area y axis maximum 
Purpose: 
Allows the PLOT300 user to specify the plotting area. These values are given as fractions of the entire 
plot t, in  g area. 
SYMBL - See example code 2, figure 2 
Call: 
Parameters: 
(;ALL SynibI( Isyin) 
Isyiii - Syinhol type to be used for current curve 
Values for Lintyp are: 
0 -- no symbol (default) 
1 - circle 
2 .- square 
3 - diariioirtl 
4 -- triangle 
5 - upside-down triangle 
6 - star 
PII rpoae: 
Allows tlie PLOT300 user to specify the syiiibol type to be drawn at  each data  point. 




C! A L L Tit, le ( S t, ri n g $ ) 
String$ -- String variable up to 40 characters long 
 allow^ the PLOT:%oo user to specify tlie plot title located above the plot. . 





String$ - String variable up to 10 characters long 
Allows the PLOT300 user to specify the vertical axis label written by DSPLAY. 
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OTHER SUBROUTINES USED BY PLOT300 
ASCALE - Calling subroutine - PFRAME 
This subroutine sets the major and minor tick mark spacing. 
MAX - Calling subroutine - DSPLAY 
This subroutine find the largest value in an array. 
MIN -- Calling subroutiiie - DSPLAY 
Thin subroutine find the smallest value in an array. 
PFRAME - Calling subroutine - DSPLAY 
This subroutine draws the plot axes and grid and labels. 
SYMBL - Calling subroutine - DSPLAY, CPLOT 
This subroutine draws the specified symbol at a specific point. 
12 
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APPENDIX - PLOTS00 LISTING 
10 END ! Required by BASIC 
20 1nitt:SUB Initt(Plotter$) 
30 OPTION BASE 1 
40 COM /Plot 1/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
Isy iii,  N poiiihs, Linty p, Plotdev, Pentyp, Defpen 
50 IF Plotter$='7475" THEN 
60 Plotdev= 1 
70 PLOTTER IS 705,'HPGL" 
80 GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,'HPGL" 
90 ELSE 
100 Plotdev=O 
110 PLOTTER IS 3,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP 
120 
130 
140 END IF 
150 X-gdu= 100*MAX( 1,RATIO) 




200 Xlgdu = .25*X-gdu 
2 10 Y hgdu= .80* Y -gdu 
220 Y Igdu= .2* Y -gdu 
2 30 ELSE 
240 IF Plotdev=O THEN PRINT CHR$( 12) 
250 Xhgdu=.85*X-gdu 
260 Xlgdu=.25*X-gdu 
270 Y hgdu = .85*Y -gd u 
280 Ylgdu=.3*Y-gdu 
290 END IF 
ROO VIEWPORT Xlgdu,Xhgdu,Ylgdu,Yligdu 
310 SUBEND 
SET PEN 15 INTENSITY .3,.3,.3 
GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"ARROW KEYS" 
IF SYSTEM$( "SYSTEM ID")="9836Cn THEN 
320 !+*+**++*+++**+++***++******++l****+++*t***********8*********** 
, .  730 !****+**I++***++**++*+****I*++***+*++**+*********************** 
340 Rinitt:SUB Biiiitt 
350 OPTION BASE 1 
360 COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xliigli,Ylow,Yhigli, 
Isym,Npoints,Lintyp,Plotdev, Pentyp,Defpen 
370 
380 COM /Labels/ Hlabel$llO],Vlabel$[ lO],Ptitle$140],Header$[40] 
390 ! ZERO EVERYTHING 
400 GRAPHICS ON 








490 Y low =o 


























Ri nc y 4 
SUBEND 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
































620 Pframe:SUB Pframe(Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax) 
030 OPTION BASE 1 
840 DEG 
650 
Isym, Npoints,Lintyp, Plotdev,Pentyp,Defpen 
660 COM /Plot2/ Ndx,Incx,Rincx,Ndy,Incy,Rincy 
G70 COM /Labels/ Hlabel$[lO],Vlabel$~lO],Ptitle$[40~,Header$[40] 
680 CO M /S y m a /  Xcir ( 17) , Y cir ( 17), Xsq( 5) , Ysq (5) ,Xdi (5), Ydi (5) , 
Xbr(4) ,Ytr( 4),Xutr( 4),Yutr(4),Xst (6) ,Yst (6) 
PEN Defpen 
COM /PI0 t I/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu, Yhgdu, Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh, Ylow , Yhigh, 
CLIP ON 
Csize-ini tt=MIN( (Yhgdu- Ylgdu) , (Xhgdu- Xlgdu)) *.025+ 1.2 
IF Xlow=O AND Xhigh=O THEN GOTO 750 
X 111 in = X low 
Xniax- Xliigli 
IF Ndx.-O THEN 
Xiiii~~--.X~iii~i+.Ol*(X~iiax-X~iii~i) 
Xiii ax - = Xinax - .O 1 * (Xmax- Xmin) 
CALL Ascale(Xmin,Xinax,Xlow,Xhigli,Ndx,I~icx,Rincx) 
END IF 
IF Ylow~-O AND Yliigli=O THEN GOTO 830 
Ymin= Ylow 
Y 111 ax = Y high 
IF Ndy--O THEN 
Y nii i i  =Y min+ .OI* (Y max- Ymin) 
Y iiiax=- Ymax- .OI * (Y max-Y min) 
CAI, L Ascale( Y min,Y niax,Y low ,Yhigh,Nd:y,Incy,Rincy) 
END IF 
LINE TYPE 1 
WIN DO W Xlow ,Xhigh,Y low ,Yhigh 
IF Plotdev=l THEN 








AXES 111cx/Ri11cx,I11cy/Rincy,Xlow,Ylow,Rincx,Rincy,INT(.05* (Yhgdu-Ylgdu)) 


























































Ylow 1 - Ylow - (Ylriglt - Ylow) * ( .5  t .025*( Yhgdu-Ylgdu))/ (Yligdu --YIgclit) 
FOR .I-- I TO Ndx t 1 
XI - Xlow+(J--l)*I~~cx 





IF X1<0 THEN Maxdig=Maxdig+l 




Miitdig= ABS( INT( LGT( ABS( FRACT( Incx))))) 
IF Maxdig+Mindig+l<G THEN 
ELSE 
Form$= ""&RPT$( "D" ,Maxdig)k"."&RPT$('D", Mindig)&"" 
PRINT Maxdig,Miadig 




LABEL USING Fonn$;Xl 
NEXT J 
REM LABEL Y AXES 
LORG 8 
Xlow 1 XXlow -( Xhigh -XIOW)*( .01923*(Xhgdu-Xlgdu))/ (Xhgdu-Xlgdu) 
FOR 1-1 TO Ndy+1 
Y1=Ylow+(l-1)*Illcy 





IF Y 1 < O  THEN Maxdig=Maxdig+l 




Mindig=ABS( INT( LGT( ABS( FRACT(1ncy))))) 
IF Maxdig+Mittdig+l<G THEN 
Form$= " "&RPT$( "D" ,Maxdig)& "." &RPT$( "D", Mindig)&"" 
Y digits=G 
Forin$= "MD.2DE" 




MOVE Xlow l,Y 1 





































! X AXES TITLE 
Xniid=( Xhigh+Xlow)/2 




MOVE Xtiiid,Y 1 
CALL Aoutst(Hlabel$) 
REM LABEL Y AXES 
Y mid= ( Y high+ Y low) /2 
Xl=Xlow-(Xhigh-Xlow)*( 1.875+.2+Ydigits* .09615*(Xhgdu-Xlgdu))/(Xhgdu-Xlgdu) 
LORG 8 
PENUP 
MOVE X 1 ,Ymid 
CALL Aoutst (Vlabel$) 
! PLOTTITLE 
Y l=Yhigh + (Yhigli -Y low) * (2+ (Yhgdu- Ylgdu) *. 15)/( Yhgdu- Ylgdu) 












LINE TYPE INT(Lintyp/lOO),Lintyp MOD 100 
Rad- (.75 +.011* (Yligdu - Y Igdu))*( Y high-Y low)/( Yhgdu- Ylgdu) 
Tratio- (Y  high- Y low)/( Xliigh - Xlow) * (Xhgdu-Xlgdu)/( Yhgdu- Ylgdu) 
1870 <!ircle: Trad== Had*.707 1 
1880 Narc= 17 
1890 FOR Arr=l TO Narc 
1900 A n g r (  Arc- 1)*360/( Narc-1) 
1910 
1920 
1930 NEXT Arc 
1940 Square: FOR Arc=l T O  5 
I950 
IO60 Xaq( Arc)=Rad*COS( Ang)/Tratio 
I970 
1980 NEXT Arc 




2030 NEXT Arc 
2040 Triarig1e:FOR Arc=l T O  4 
2050 Aag-.SO+(Arc-l)*120 
2060 
Xcir ( Arc) = Tr ad * COS ( Ang ) / Tra t io 
Ycir( Arc) =Trad *SIN ( Ang) 
A ng = 4 5 + (Arc - 1) *90 
Ysq ( Arc) =Rad * S IN ( A ng) 
Xd i ( Arc) = Rad * COS ( A ng ) /Tr a t io 
Y d i ( Arc) =Rad * S IN ( A 11 g ) 
X tr( Arc)=Rad *COS( Ang)/Tratio 
17 
2070 
2080 NEXT Arc 




2 130 NEXT Arc 
2140 Star: 
2 150 Ang=SO+(Arc- 1)*144 
2 160 Xst( Arc)=Rad*COS( Ang)/Tratio 
2170 
2180 NEXT Arc 
2190 SIJBEND 
Y t r  ( Arc) =Rad*SIN ( Ang) 
Ang= -go+( Arc- t)* 120 
Xu t r ( Arc) =Rad *COS ( Ang ) /Trat io 
Yilt r( Arc) = R ad *SIN ( A iig) 
FOR Arc=l TO 6 
Yet ( Arc) = Rad*SIN ( Ang) 
2200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2220 I)splay:SIJB Dsplay(X-( *),Y-(*)) 
2230 OPTION BASE 1 




2270 CALL Max(X-(*),Xmax) 
22RO C A L L  Min(X-(*),Xmiu) 
2 290 CALL Max( Y -( *),Ymax) 
2300 CALL Min(Y-(*),Yiniii) 
2310 ! PRINT "MINIMAX" ,Xniin,Xniax,Ymin,Ym;ur 
2320 
2330 PEN Pentyp 
2340 CLlP ON 
2350 J=O 
2360 FOR 1-1 TO Npts 
2370 
2 : m  
2390 J= J+ 1 
2400 IF J = l  THEN 
2410 PENUP 
2420 MOVE X-(I),Y-(I) 
2430 ELSE 
2440 
2450 END IF 
2460 
2470 NEXT I 
2480 PEN Defperi 
2490 SIIBEND 
COM /Labels/ Hlabel$[ lO],Vlabel$[ 10],Ptitle$(40],Header$[40] 
C A L L Pfranie (Xm in , Xiii ax, Y in in , Y iiiax) 
IF X.(I)<Xlow THEN GOTO 2470 
IF X (I)>Xhigh THEN GOTO 2480 
PLOT X-( I),Y-( I ) ,  - 1 
IF Isy 111 > 0 TH EN C: A L L S y iiibol (X -( I) , Y -( I) , Isy in) 
2500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2510 !+*+*+++**+*+I*++***+*************+*+***********~************ 
2520 Cplot:SUB Cplot(X-(*),Y-(*)) 
2530 OPTION BASE 1 
2540 COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
Inym,Npoiiits,Lirityp,Plotdev,Pentyp,Defperi 
2550 Npts=Npoiiits 
2500 CLIP ON 
2570 LINE TYPE INT(Lintyp/lOO),Lintyp MOD 100 
18 
. 
2580 PEN Pentyp 
2590 FOR I=1 T O  Npts 
2600 
2610 
2620 J=J+I  
2630 IF J=-I THEN 
2640 PENUP 
2650 MOVE X-(I)lY-(I) 
2660 ELSE 
2680 END IF 
2690 
2700 NEXT I 
2710 LINE TYPE 1 
2720 PEN Defpeii 
2730 SUBEND 
IF X-(I)<Xlow THEN G O T 0  2700 
IF X-(I)>Xhigh THEN G O T 0  2710 
2670 PLOT X-(I)lY-(I)l-l 
IF Iayni>O THEN CALL Syiiibol(X-(I),Y..(I),Isym) 
2740 !*+*++++*******+**+*******+*******t****************************** 
2750 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2760 Syiiibol:SUB Symbol(A,B,Isymbl) 
2770 OPTION BASE 1 
2780 COM /Plot 1/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Yla,Yhigh, 
IRYIII ,Npoilits,Liiityp, Plotdev, Pentyp,Defpen 
2790 
Xtr(4),Ytr(4),Xutr(4),Yutr(4),Xst(6),Yst(6) 






























LINE TYPE 1 
SELECT Isyinbl 
CASE 1 !CIRCLE 
FOR Arc=l TO 17 
IF Arc=l THEN 
ELSE 
E N D  IF 
NEXT Arc 
FOR Arc=l TO 5 
MOVE Xcir( Arc)+A,Ycir(Arc)+B 
PLOT Xcir(Arc)+A,Ycir(Arc)+B,- 1 
CASE 2 !SQ tJ ARE 




FOR Arc=l TO 5 
MOVE Xsq( Arc) + A ,  Ysq( Arc) +B 
PLOT Xsq(Arc)i-A,Ysq(Arc)+B,- 1 
CASE 3 !DIAMOND 




FOR Arc=l TO 4 
MOVE Xdi(Arc)+A,Ydi(Arc)+B 
PLOT Xdi(Arc)+A,Ydi(Arc)+B,-1 
CASE 4 !TRIANGLE 

































FOR Arc=l T O  4 
CASE 5 ! UPSIDE DOWN TRIANGLE 




FOR Arc=] T O  6 
MOVE Xutr(Arc)+A,Yutr(Arc)+B 
PLOT Xutr(Arc)+A,Yutr(Arc)+B,-1 
CASE 6 ! STAR 







LINE TYPE INT(Lintyp/lOO),Lintyp MOD 100 
MOVE Xst (Arc) + A,Yst (Arc) +B 
PLOT Xst (Arc) + A,Yst( Arc)+B,- 1 
SIJBEND 
3350 Max:SUB Max(A-(*),Amax) 
3360 OPTION BASE 1 
3370 COM /Plotl/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,YIgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
lsy ni , N  points, Linty p,Plotdev, Pentyp, Defpen 
3380 Tenip=SIZE( A _ ,  1) 
3390 REDIM A _ (  1:Npoints) 
3 4 00 Ani ax =- MAX( A -( * ) ) 
3410 REDIM A _ (  1:Tenip) 
3420 SIJBEND 
34-30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.3450 Min:SUB Min(A-(*),Amin) 
3460 OPTION BASE 1 
3470 COM /Plot l /  Xhgdu,Xlgdu,YIigdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xliigh,Yl~,Yhigli, 
I R ~  in , Npoints, Lint8yp, Plotdev, Pentyp, Defpen 
:MU0 Tenip=SIZE( A-,1) 
3490 REDIM A _ (  1:Npoints) 
:L500 Ani in  = M I N  ( A  -( * ) ) 
35 I O  REDIM A _ (  1:Temp) 
:1520 SUBEND 
* I .  y 5 q )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3540 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3550 Ascale:SUB Agcale(Xmin,Xniax,Xlow,Xhigh,Nd,Iiic,Riiic) 
3560 OPTION BASE 1 
3570 DATA 2,4,5,10 
3580 ALLOCATE Cval(4) 




I *   
I .  
RGOO Nd iv = 5 
3610 Inc=( Xiii ax- Xiiiiii)/Ndiv 
3620 IF Inc=O THEN 
3630 Xiiiax=Xniax+.05 
3640 Xniiri -=Xmin- .05 
3650 Inc= (Xmax-Xniin)/Ndiv 
3Mi0 END IF 
3670 Np=INT( LGT( ABS( Inc))) 
3680 Inc=Iiic* loA(  -Np) 
: w 0  J= 1 
3700 
97 10 Inc=Cval( J )  
3720 Riiic=Iiic 
3730 GOTO Step2 
3740 Step1: J=J+1 
3750 GOTO 3700 
3760 Step2: IF Np<O THEN GOTO Step3 
3770 FOR K = 1  T O  Np 
3780 Illc=lrlc*lO 
3790 NEXT K 
3800 GOTO Step4 
3810 Step3: FOR K = l  T O  -Np 
3R30 NEXT K 
3840 Step4: xiow= INT( xmin/Inc) *Inc 
3850 Nd=INT( (Xmax-Xlow)/Inc)+ 1 
3860 Xhigh = Xlow + Nd * IIIC 
31170 DEALLOCATE Cval( *) 
3880 SUBEND 
3890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IF liic>C!val(J) THEN GOTO Step1 
3820 IllC.=. I l l C /  10 
RQ()() . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3910 Synibl:SIJR Synibl(1synibl) 
3920 OPTION BASE 1 
3930 COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yligdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xlligh,Ylow,Y~iig~i, 
Isyrii, Npoiiita,Liiityp,Plotdev,Pentyp,Defpeii 
3040 Isyiii.-.- Isynibl 
3950 SUREND 
:#jA" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3970 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3980 Npt8s::SII f3 Nptfa( Npts) 
9!)1)0 OPTION BASE 1 
4000 COM /Plot 1/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yligdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yliigh, 
Inyiii, Npoints,Lintyp, Plotdev, Pentyp,Defpen 
40 I O  Npoints: Npts 
4020 SIJBENI) 
4030 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4050 Hlabe1:SUB Hlabel(String$) 
4060 OPTION BASE 1 
4070 COM /Labels/ Hlabel$~10],Vlabe1$[10],Ptitle$~40~,Header$I40] 
4080 Namber-.-LEN(String$) 
4oIm Hlabel$[ l,Nuniberl=String$ 
4100 SUBEND 
21 
4110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4 130 V1abel:SUB Vlabel(String$) 
4140 OPTION BASE 1 
4 150 
4 160 Number=LEN(String$) 
4170 Vlabel$[ l,Number]=String$ 
4180 SlJBEND 
4190 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COM /Labels/ Hlabel$( lO],Vlabel$[ lO],Ptitle$[40],Header$[40] 
4200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4280 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4290 Tit1e:SUB Title(String$) 
4300 OPTION BASE 1 
4310 COM /I,abels/ Hlabel$~lOJ,Vlabel$~lOJ,Ptitle$[40J,HeadeA~4OJ 
4320 Number= LEN(Striiig$) 
4330 €leader$( 1 ,Numberl=String$ 
4340 SUBEND 
4350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4360 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4370 Liiie:SIJB Line( Linetype) 
4380 OPTION BASE 1 
4 390 
I R ~  111, Npoitits, Lintyp, PIotdev , Perityp, Defpeii 
4400 L=0 
44 10 
4420 IF Lirietype=O THEN L=100 
4430 IF Liaetype=l THEN L=301 
4440  IF Plottlev=O THEN 
4450 IF Litit?t,ype=2 THEN L=705 
4460  IF' I,iriet4ype=3 THEN L=400 
4470 IF Liiietype= 4 THEN L=500 
4480 ELSE 
4490 IF I,iiietype=2 THEN L=705 
4500 IF Liiietype=3 THEN L=402 
45 10 IF Lirietype=4 THEN L=508 
4520 END IF 
4530 
4540 SIJBEND 
4.550 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
IF Linetype=- 1 THEN L=200 
L i 11 t y p= 1, 
4560 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4570 Dlimx:SUR Dlimx(Xniin,Xmax,OPTIONAL Major-tic-x,Minor-tics) 
4580 OPTION BASE 1 
4590 COM /Plot 1/ Xhgdii,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Y1aw,Yhigh, 
Isyiii,Npoints,Lintyp,Plotdev,Pentyp,Defpen 
4600 COM /Plot2/ Ndx,Incx,Rincx,Ndy,Incy,Rincy 




4630 IF NPAR=2 THEN SUBEXIT 
4640 I F  Minor-ticx=O THEN Minor-tic.x=Major-tic.x 




4700 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4 7 10 Dliiii y :S IJ R Dli iiiy (Y niiii , Y ni ax ,OPTIONAL Major. tic-y,Minor-t i c y )  
4720 OPTION BASE 1 
4730 COM /Plot 1/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xl~~wlXhigh,YlowlYliigli, 
ISYIII, Npointa, Lintyp, Plotdev, Pentyp,Defpen 
4740 
4750 Y low=Y rriin 
4760 
4770 I F  NPAR=2 THEN SUBEXIT 
4780 IF Minor.tic-y=O THEN Minor-tic-y=Major..tic-y 




4830 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
484" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4850 Slimx:SIJB Sliiiix(XJow,X_liigIi) 





4 900 VIEWPORT Xlgdu,Xhgdu,Ylgdu,Yhgdu 
4910 SlJBEND 
492" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4940 Sliniy:SUB Sliiiiy(Y_low,YJiigI~) 
4050 OPTION RASE 1 
4960 
lny m , Npoiiits, Linty p, Plotdev, Pentyp,Defpen 
4070 Y l ~ d u  Y low*M A X( l,l/RATIO) * 100 
4980 
4990 VIEWPORT Xlgclu,Xhgdu,Ylgdu,Yhgdu 
5000 SIJBEND 
,IjOlc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Rincx= M ajor-t ic -x/ Minor-t i c 2  
Ndx = INT ( (Xhig h - Xlow ) / Major-t i c x )  
4690 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COM / Plot2/ Ndx, Iiicx, Rincx, Ndy, Incy, Rincy 
Y high = Y niax 
Rinc y = Major-t ic - y / Minor -tic -y 
Ndy = INT( (Y high - Y low) /Major-tic-y) 
CO M /Plot 1 / Xhgd u I Xlgdu, Y ligdu , Ylgdu ,Xiow ,Xhigh, Ylow , Yhigh, 
Xlgdu = X -low* MAX( 1 ,RATIO) * 100 
XIigdu = X-high * MAX( 1 , RATIO) * 100 
<!OM /Plot 1 / Xli~dii,Xlgdu,Yligdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,XLigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
Y hgd u - Y h i g h  * M AX( 1 , 1 /RATIO) * 100 
,5020 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5030 Aoiitst:SIJB Aoritat(String$,OPTlONAL X-per-cerrt,Y-per-cent,Ilorg, C-sise) 
5040 OPTION BASE 1 
5050 COM /Plotl/ Xl~gdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,XXow,Xhigli,Ylow,Yliigli, 
l~yiii,Npoints,Liiityp,Plotdev,Peiityp,Defperi 
5060 PEN Defpen 
5070 LINE TYPE 1 
5080 CLIP OFF 
5090 SELECT NPAR 
5 IO0 CASE 1 
23 
5110 LABEL TRIM$(String$) 
5120 SUBEXIT 
5130 CASE 3 
5140 LORG 3 
5150 CASE 4 
5 160 LORG Ilorg 
5170 CASE 5 
5 I A 0  LOHC llorg 
5 I 90 CSlZE C-size 
52 IO 
5220 
5230 CLIP ON 
5240 SUREND 
5200 END SELECT 
MOVE Xlow +X-per-cent * (Xhigh - Xlow) ,Ylow+Y-per-cerit* (Yhigh- Ylow) 
LA BEL TRIM$ ( S t riri g $ ) 
5250 !+++**1*11++++***+**t*****+l***+*+**l********************************* 
5260 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5270 Place:SIIB Place(1place) 
5280 OPTION BASE 1 
5290 COM /Plot I/ Xhgdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigh, 
Isy iii Npointe,Lintyp, Plotdev, Pentyp, Defperi 
5300 
































X_gdu= 100*MAX( 1,RATIO) 





Ylgtlii =.3O*Y gdu 




Y Iigclu = .75*Y -gdu 
Ylgdu -.30*Y_gdu 
Xligclri = .95*X_gdu 
X lgcl u =.GO* X -gtl u 
Yligdu=.75*Y-gdu 
Ylgdu =.SO*Y-gdu 
XIigcl I I =  .5*X_gdri 
XIgtl11=.25*X-gclu 
Y Iigtlii = .80*Y -gdu 
Y 1gd 11 = .60* Y -gdu 
Xhgdii=.5*X-gdu 
Xlgtl u = .25 * X _gd u 
Y lgdri = .2O*Y -gdu 
Xhgdu=.S*X-gdu 
x 1gd 11 = .65 * X-gd u 
Y hgd u = .80*Y -gdu 







5630 CASE 7 
5650 Xlgdu=.65*X_gdu 
5060 Y hgda= .40*Y -gdu 
5670 Ylgclu=.20*Y_gdu 
5680 END SELECT 
5690 
5700 SIIBEND 
5710 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5730 Newpag:SUB Newpag 
5740 OPTION BASE 1 
5750 CICLEAR 
5700 SUBEND 
5780 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5790 Pen.color:SUB Peii-color(Ipen) 
5800 OPTION BASE 1 
58 10 
I~y~ii,Npoiiits,Li~ityp,Plotdev,Peiityp,Defpeii 
5820 Pentyp= Ipeii 
5830 SUBEND 
5840 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
585" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5860 Pen def:SUB Peii-def(Ipeii) 
5870 OPTION BASE 1 
5880 COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlt,w,Xhigh,Ylow,Yhigli, 
lsy iii , Npointa, Liaty p, Plotdev, Pentyp, Defpeii 
5890 Defpeii= Ipen 
5900 S1JBEND 
59," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5 W )  Set4 pene:SIJB Set -pens(Start-pen,OPTIONAL Re-set) 
5640 Xhgdu=.Q*X~gdu 
VI E W PO RT Xlgd u , Xh gd u , Y Igd u , Y h gd u 
5720 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5770 !++***+*+*++***++*****************++*+*+****~****************** 





















OPTION BASE 1 
DIM Retl(l5),Greeii(l5),Blue(15) 
CASE 1 
SEI,EC!T N P A R  
DATA0 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, .67,  1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1 
READ Red(*) 
DATA 0 , .33, .67, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,.82,.53,.29, 0,.33,.67, 1 
READ Green(*) 
DATA 1 , 1, 1,.67,.33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,.33,.67, 1 
READ Blue(*) 
SET PEN 0 COLOR 0,1,0 
FOR 1-1 TO 15 
J -:Start -pen i- I 
SET PEN I INTENSITY Red(J),Green(J),Blue(J) 
IF J>15 THEN J = J - 1 5  
NEXT I 





6140 Legend:SUB Legend( N,Xl,Y l,Sym,Linetype,PenlLegen$) 
6150 OPTION BASE 1 
6160 DIM String$(ZO] 
6170 COM /Plot 1/ Xligdu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,YIgdu,Xlow,X1iig11,Yl~,Yl1ig1i, 







































X1=Xlow+X I*( Xhigh- Xlow) 
Y 1 =Ylow +Y 1 * (Yltigh - Ylow) 
I F  N-1 THEN MOVE X1,Yl 
Xscale=( Xliigli-Xlow)/( Xhgdu- Xlgdu) 
Yacale=( Yhigh-Ylow)/( Yhgdu- Ylgdu) 
X2=X 1 + 5 * Xscale 
Xp-XI 3*Xscale 
Xn =X 1 -t 3*Xscale 
I F  Linetype=-1 THEN L=200 
I F  Linetype=O THEN L=100 
I F  Linetype=l THEN L=301 
I F  Plotdev=O THEN 
I F  Linetype=2 THEN L=705 
I F  Linetype=J THEN L=400 
I F  Linetype=l THEN L=500 
IF Lirietype=2 THEN L=708 
IF Linetype=3 THEN L=404 
IF Lirietype=4 THEN L=508 
ELSE 
END IF 
Csize .iit it -=( Yhgdu-Ylgdu)*.O3O+ 1.2 
CSIZE (!.sirehit 
PEN €'en 
IF Lirie hype=-- 1 THEN 6480 
LINE TYPE INT(L/lOO),L MOD 100 
MOVE Xp,Y2 
DRAW Xti ,Y 2 





CLIP O N  
Y27Y I (N - 1)*3.5*Yscale 
CALL Sy tiibol( X I ,Y 2,Sytii) 
S lJBEN D 
6550 Disvec:SIJ B Disvec( X (*) , Y ( * )  , Vx( *) ,Vy (*) ,Iscale) 
6560 OPTION BASE 1 
6570 COM /€'loti/ Xltgdu,Xlgdu,Yltgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Yla,Yhigh, 
Isym,Npoittte,Lintyp,Plotdev,Pentyp,Defpe~i 
6580 Npts=Npoints 
6590 CALL Max(X(*),Xniax) 
6600 CALI, Min(X(*),Xmin) 
6610 CALL Max( Y( *),Yttiax) 
A620 CALL Miii(Y(*),Yniin) 
6630 CALL Pframe(Xmin,Xtiiax,Yiniti,Ymax) 
































! VARYING ASPECT RATIOS 
XRcale= (Xhigh- Xlow)/( Xhgdu -Xlgclu) 
Yscale=( Yhigli-Ylow)/(Yhgdu-Ylgdu) 
PEN Peiityp 
FOR 1=1 T O  Npts 
PENUP 
MOVE X(I),Y(I) 
R PLOT Iscale* Xscale* Vx( I), h a l e *  Yscalet Vy (I), - 1 
! DRAW ARROWHEAD 
PENIJP 
R=SQR( (Vx( I) * Xscale) A 2 + (Vy (I) *Yscale) -2) * Iscale 
Theta= ATN( (Yscale*Vy( I))/(Xscale* Vx( I))) 
Xtip=X( I) +Vx( I) *Xscale* Iscale* .9S 










Y 3 =SIN (Thet a) * .2 * R+Y tip 
PLOT X2,Y2,-1 





69,Ij() . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
696" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6970 Fi 11 i tot :S I J €3 F i 11 i t, t 
69UO OPTION BASE 1 
6990 GRAPHICS OFF 
7000 ALPHA ON 
7010 PEN 0 
7020 SUBEND 
70.70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7050 
S t, err-est ,O PTIO N A L Fit -syiii, Fit h i ,  Fit xol)  
7060 OPTION BASE 1 
7070 COM /Plot l /  Xligclu,Xlgdu,Yhgdu,Ylgdu,Xlow,Xhigh,Ylo,Y~~igh, 
Isyiii,Npoiiits,Liiityp,Plotdev,Peiityp,Defpeii 
7080 DIM A (  13),R(7,8),T(8) 
7000 N=Npoiiits 
7 100 A(I ) -N  
7110 FOR 1-1 T O  N 
7120 FOR J=2  T O  2*D+1 
7100 
7140 NEXT J 
7150 FOR K=l T O  D + l  
7040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SI JB Polyfit(X( *) ,Y (*) ,D,Coef( *) ,Coef-of-det, Corr-coef, 























































R( K, D+ 2) =T( K) + Y (I) *X( I) A (K- 1) 
T( K)=T(  K)  +Y (I) * X( I) A (K- 1) 
NEXT K 
T (  D t 2)=T( D+Z)+Y( I)^2 
NEXT I 
FOR J=I  TO D+1 
FOR K = l  T O  D - t l  
R(.I ,K)=A(J+K- 1) 
NEXT K 
NEXT J 
FOR J==I  T O  D+1 
FOR K = J  TO D + l  
NEXT K 
P R I N T  "NO UNIQUE SOLUTION" 
G O T 0  7830 
FOR 1=1 T O  D+2 
S = R (J, I) 
R( J,I)=R(K,I) 
R ( K, I)=S 
I F  R(K,J)<>O THEN 7320 
NEXT I 
Z = I / R (  J , J )  
FOR I=1  TO D+2 
R (J,I)=Z*R( J,I) 
NEXT I 
FOR K = l  T O  D+l 
I F  K = J  THEN 7470 
Z-- R(K,J)  
FOR 1=1 T O  D S 2  
NEXT I 
R( K, I) = R (K , I) + Z* R ( J, I) 
NEXT K 
NEXT J 
FOR J--0 TO D 
NEXT J 
P=O 
FOR J = 2  T O  D + l  
NEXT .I 
<;oef(J +-1)=R(J+l,D+2) 
P=P t R(J,D+Z)*(T( J ) -A(J)*T( l ) /N)  
Q = T ( D  t 2 ) -T(1)^2/N 
ZL-Q - P  
I=N-1) 1 
J=€'/Q 
IF ABS(Z)<l .E-6  THEN Z=O 
Coef-of tlet=J 
Corr_coef=SQR( J )  
S t xrr-es t =SQR ( Z/  I) 
I F  NPAR<8 THEN SUBEXIT 
ALLOCATE Af( N )  ,Bf( N) ,F( D+ 1) 




















FOR 1 4 ~ 2  TO D + l  
F( Id)=Af( I ) ^ (  L-1)  
NEXT L 
FOR L=1 TO D + l  
NEXT L 






CALL Cplot(Af(*),Bf( I)) 
DEALLOCATE Af (*) , Bf ( *), F( *) 
SUBEND 
29 
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